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DESCRIPTION

• Slim foldable aluminium laptop stand; for laptops up to 15.6"

• Ergonomic design with 7 different viewing positions for maximum comfort

• Non-slip rubber pads to prevent your laptop from sliding

• Maximum air flow for better heat dissipation

• Lightweight and portable design; including travel bag

• Also usable for tablets and books

The solid aluminium AC8120 foldable laptop stand is indispensable when working different locations. This laptop

stand is suitable for laptops up to 15.6” and has 7 different ergonomic viewing positions for getting a better

posture when working on a notebook. The foldable lightweight design and handy travel pouch ensure that you

can take the stand easily along. Your laptop will stay in place by the non-slip rubber pads. The open structure

guarantees maximum air flow for better heat dissipation.

7 different viewing angles for maximum comfort

The AC8120 ergonomic laptop stand is a solid stand and suitable for laptops up to 15.6”. Select the preferred height by

simply connecting the adjustable parts to the dedicated holes of the stand. The non-slip rubber pads keep the laptop

securely in place.

Easy to take along by the lightweight foldable design

The aluminium laptop stand has a lightweight and foldable design. Thus it is easy to take the stand along. The AC8120

comes with a convenient travel bag.

Open structure for better air flow

The open structure of the notebook stand prevents the laptop from overheating. The air flow ensures better heat

dissipation.

Also suitable for tablets and books

The AC8120 is actually a multifunctional stand. Besides using the stand for laptops only, use the stand also for your

tablet or book.

SPECIFICATIONS

Product category Office

Fan type Fanless



Max. weight 5 kg

Max. adjustable width 16.2 cm

Min. adjustable height 6.5 cm

Max. adjustable height 14 cm

Laptop size 15.6 inch

Material Aluminum

Colour Grey

Foldable Yes

Accessories Travel bag

Angle 7 adjustable angles

Warranty (years) 5

EAN code 8716065498059


